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Call us now for enquiries :
Tel : 01296 668899
Fax now for a quotation : 01296 301839.
or email : enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk
Visit our website :

www.garrardwindows.co.uk

We pride ourselves on our reliability
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FOR THE WINDOWS, DOORS, GLAZING & COMPONENTS INDUSTRY

+4000
+200
SEE THE BEST IN THE INDUSTRY, BE THE BEST IN THE BUSINESS.

NEC BIRMINGHAM, 26-28 SEPT 2021
Register for a FREE ticket today by scanning
the QR Code or visiting www.FITShow.co.uk
#FITShow21
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Comment

So here we are again: locked down, not locked down, what will it be? I don't
know if you have noticed, (or is it just me?) that every time you turn on the
telly there is a scientist, professors are very popular but sometimes it is just
a doctor, talking about how we should be kept locked up. One of the
government's advisors, Susan Michie, a biologist and a member of SAGE, is
even suggesting that we should keep masks and social distancing in place, not
just for this pandemic but to prevent the spread of other viruses. So while
the politicians all talk about ending restrictions they are being advised against
doing so by the scientists.
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I remember as a schoolboy reading comics such as The Eagle and The Lion.
Always there seemed to be stories about mad scientists trying to rule the
world. It can't just be coincidence, can it?
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It was always going to be a long slow withering away from Brexit. The
government shouts about trade deals around the world, the latest being
Australia, But these are really just cover.They make it look like the promise
of Brexit is being fulfilled but these deals do not even come close to replacing
our business with the EU.At the same time they open us up to substandard
food processing and farming practices. Johnson and his acolytes seem happy
to destroy whole industries (remember fishing? It hasn't gone away,) just for
the headlines.The Northern Ireland 'crisis' should be really easy to solve.We
just have to accept EU food standards. But that will close our borders to
hormone-fed beef and chlorinated chicken, and who would want to do that?
Mind you the 'big one', the USA trade deal, seems somewhat elusive. With
friend Trump out of the mix Joe Biden is coming across as a tough negotiator
and Northern Ireland could be a big deal.
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Recently we saw a hick-cough in inflation. With prices rising everywhere
especially raw materials it is likely to continue. Going back to restaurants that
were regular before lockdown I am noticing bigger bills for the same order.
Energy has gone up too as has almost anything imported from Europe.
With things deteriorating so gradually Johnson is no doubt relying on noone noticing. And if they do Covid provides a great cover.
The effects on us, on home improvement in general, have also been
masked by a big boom in trade as people spend their furlough money. It is a
real thing furlough money. Both my son and daughter have been on furlough;
Amazon never had it so good!
But things will change, the money will run out and Chancellor Risky will
eventually have to stop printing the stuff. Raw material prices, already
increasing, will go through the roof. Right now we are seeing metal prices
escalate and there is no sign of that changing. As someone says in this edition
of The Fabricator: 'at present price levels steel manufacturers have no
incentive to increase production, which is what it will take to bring down
prices'.
The other pressure is the cost of shipping. Some reports put container
prices at four times pre pandemic. Much of this is blamed on the recent Suez
Canal ship-jam and if that is all it is then it should, eventually ease. However
with all the world-wide trade deals the government is doing, pressure on
containers can only grow and as they all have to be shipped by sea the
capacity is finite.
These costs will all have to reach the consumer eventually and with the
shortage of staff-both skilled and unskilled, wages must rise as well.With the
cost to someone wanting to come here to work unrealistically prohibitive
the only source of cheap labour now is us.

John Roper
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NEWS

A four tier strategy

I

t was six months ago that I first wrote
to the press to sound an early warning
about the storm brewing in the freight
market.
Booming demand in the west, lack of
capacity on container ships and a
shortage of the physical containers
themselves were already starting to push
up the price of shipping. I felt I had a
responsibility to inform Mila customers

I

t has been ten years since Edgetech
became part of the billion-dollar
building products group Quanex.
Edgetech was already then an
established spacer supplier in the
fenestration industry.
“This is a fantastic milestone and has
given us all cause to reflect on everything
Edgetech and Quanex have achieved
together over the last decade,” says
Edgetech managing director Chris
Alderson.
“From the very beginning, the two
businesses were an excellent fit – both
committed to product innovation,
sustainability, health and safety, as well as
employee wellbeing,
“Since 2011, those synergies have
enabled us to continue pushing
boundaries, developing new products,
and cementing Edgetech’s reputation as
a global leader in spacer technology.
“Fittingly, as we enter our second
decade as part of Quanex, we’re
currently in the process of implementing
a new, g
roup-wide four tier strategy
designed to guide our development in
the coming years.
“Each of the four tiers represents a
crucial stakeholder that we serve –
customers, employees, shareholders, and

Chris Alderson
the community.
“By doing everything we can to delight
and exceed the expectations of each of
these sectors, we know we can build a
business that’s even stronger, more
innovative, and that provides an even
better service to customers all around
the world.” ❐

Precision, speed and service

D

ouglas Commercial has taken
delivery of its third Emmegi stateof-the-art Comet X6HP 4-axis 7000mm
model, fully enclosed and soundproofed.
Managing director Howard Douglas
admits that he was sceptical about the
payback when he invested in that first
Phantomatic T5 3-axis 7000mm CNC
back in 2005 but the speed and
performance of the machine convinced
him and he subsequently purchased an
Emmegi Comet T6I 4-axis 7000mm
machine and had no hesitation in
upgrading to the very latest Emmegi
4

Oncoming
storm

model when demand peaked this year.
He says:“We do a mix of subcontract
and supply only work and our
reputation rests on the outstanding
quality of the windows and doors we
produce. Customers come back to us
time and time again because they know
the value of what we deliver in terms of
precision, speed and service. For that,
we have to have the very best quality
machines at competitive prices and
Emmegi has always been our first
choice.” ❐

Richard Gyde, Mila MD
and the wider market about what we
were all likely to face over the coming
months in terms of increased costs.
Since then we have heard the same
story from other sources. Like Mila,
many suppliers have had to introduce
freight surcharges to try to share some
of the burden of our massively increased
costs.
The price of shipping a 40-foot
container from China has risen from
around $2,000 in October 2020 to more
than $8,000 in April 2021. There were
signs of a slight softening in March which
gave us all some hope, but prices have
steadily risen again and it is depressing to
have to report that the prices quoted for
sailings in May were around 25% higher
again.
Pre-Covid, shipping times from China
were consistently around 36 days, but
now we are working on a minimum of 56
days and the level of demand at our
manufacturing partners means many of
our lead times have doubled as well.
At Mila, we are doing all we can to
ensure continuity of supply and we have
already spent more than £440,000 on
airfreight since the start of the year to
try to keep all those customers who
stayed loyal to Mila during the pandemic
supplied with stock – and we haven’t
passed on any of that additional cost. ❐
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DARKNESS
ON DEMAND

The new ScreenLine pleated blackout blinds are now available with
either the manual corded C System or slider control S System – exclusive
to Morley Glass. Perfect for bedrooms, children’s nurseries and cinema
rooms they are available in 8 colours options.

Morley Glass & Glazing Ltd
Unit 3
Leeds 27 Industrial Estate
Bruntcliffe Way
Leeds LS27 0HH

morleyglass.co.uk
0113 277 8722 sales@morleyglass.co.uk

MARKETING

Driven by the data
With a year of uncertainty nearly behind us now is the time for businesses to strengthen their
objectives and put a plan in place for the rest of 2021. Jade Greenhow, operations director of
specialist data supplier Insight Data, discusses why working with the most accurate and up-to-date
industry data is essential to growing your business

W

ith restrictions lifting and the imminent return to
unrestricted working, the UK economy is on the
road to recovery. Which is fantastic news for companies
everywhere as the country looks to get back to business.
And with 12 months of uncertainty behind us, now is
the time for businesses to strengthen their objectives and
put a plan in place to tackle the rest of 2021 and 2022 as
standing still could be disastrous.
Your competitors have the same idea so working faster
and smarter will be the way to get ahead and working with
real time GDPR compliant data will be pivotal to how you
reach your target audience and how you can grow your
business. At Insight Data, we have been helping
businesses scale rapidly with our highly targeted and
accurate business data for 15 years to help clients unlock
their growth potential.

Data driven

There is a reason why data should be the most
important part of your marketing mix; if you don’t target
the right people then you are hardly likely to make any
sales.
Customers want information that is useful to them, so
marketing messages relevant to their specific needs will
mean they are more likely to engage with your content.
Data-driven marketing enables you to have a m
uch
better idea of what and when to send marketing messages
and can optimise your brand communications based on
customer information.
Having as much information about your customers as is
possible will allow you to develop highly targeted
marketing campaigns that cater to their specific needs,
desires and future behaviours. Such insight will help you to
target the right customers with the right messages for the
highest possible return on investment (ROI).

Salestracker

Our online prospect database and CRM system,
Salestracker, holds detailed information that is updated
live in real-time using seven different verification
processes, including a team of telephone researchers
making over 20,000 calls a month.
This allows us to manage our prospect databases
frequently and accurately and helps our customers target
prospects more precisely.
The accuracy of Salestracker provides our clients with
all the data they will need to find out everything they need
about a business, from the products they buy-in and their
target market, to the areas they cover, the key decision
makers and their turnover.
It means you have the right background intelligence on
the companies that you are contacting to help the relationship
along and make your communications more personal.
6

Jade Greenhow
It provides you with real time information of, not only
your existing clients, but an untapped potential customer
database and it’s no surprise that Salestracker currently
has over 700 users across the fenestration and building
products industry.

A better business

Using data and Salestracker can also help you view
current trends and establish new routes to market and new
opportunities.
It also allows you to streamline your business thanks to
credit profiling. This gives you a clear view of who best to
work with and allows you to replace high maintenance, low
credit, or credit-risk customers with carefully targeted
profitable customers. ❐

Since launching in 2006, Insight Data is now the
leading provider of marketing data and CRM software
exclusively in the UK construction, fenestration, and
glazing industries, helping suppliers get better results
from their sales and marketing. If you are looking to
grow your business in a faster, smarter, way, contact
Insight
www.insightdata.co.uk
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WE ARE THE UK’S NUMBER
ONE MANUFACTURER OF

GLASS AND
PROFILE
HANDLING
EQUIPMENT

Our products include a varied range of
equipment ranging from stillages, racks and
tables to specialised optimisation trolleys.
– Specialist in bespoke design for site use
– Made to suit your facility
– Free delivery on bulk orders

glass-handling.co.uk | sales@glass-handling.co.uk | 0161 723 1551

CONSTRUCTION

Give us some credit
Transport, professional and scientific, and retail and wholesale sectors are also among top users of
credit for insurance. One in four SMEs across the UK who use credit to pay for their insurance are
borrowing more to pay for their premiums with many relying on credit cards. Premium Credit
Insurance Index is monitoring insurance buying and how it is financed

T

he construction and manufacturing sectors are the
most likely to rely on credit to help pay for insurance,
new analysis(1) from the premium finance company,
Premium Credit, shows.
Premium finance allows you to pay for your insurance in
monthly instalments but unlike taking out a credit card or
bank loan, taking out a premium finance loan does not
affect credit ratings on application.
Construction firms accounted for more than 8% of all
net advances from Premium Credit last year ahead of the
manufacturing sector which made up 7% of advances.
This was followed by transport, professional and
scientific, and retail and wholesale. The five sectors
together accounted for nearly a third (31%) of all net
advances from Premium Credit.
Premium Credit’s data shows SMEs are increasingly
borrowing to pay for insurance – total net advances of
premium finance for commercial insurance increased by
over 11% in 2020 compared with the previous year even
though the number of policies rose only marginally.
That is supported by research(2) among SMEs and
corporates showing they are borrowing more to fund
business insurance with owners m
ost likely to rely on
credit cards. Nearly one in four SME owners and
managers who use credit increased the amount they
borrowed in the past year, with average additional credit
coming to nearly £1,300.
Around three out of four (73%) SME bosses
interviewed who use credit to pay for insurance say the
impact of COVID-19 is the main reason for increased
borrowing but premium rises from insurers were also
blamed by 36% of firms.
Premium Credit is advising companies to consider
premium finance which is specifically designed for
insurance buyers to pay monthly for cover instead of in a
lump sum, ahead of less appropriate and more expensive
borrowing vehicles like credit cards and personal loans.
Owen Thomas, chief sales and marketing officer at
Premium Credit says: “The cost of commercial insurance
has been rising dramatically, and this coupled with the
fact that m
any businesses have seen their cash flow
deteriorate during the coronavirus crisis means more are
using credit to pay for their cover.
“This is reflected in the fact that the amount of
premium finance we provided to businesses last year was
over 11% higher than in 2019.”
The table below shows what percentage of SMEs who
rely on credit to buy insurance, used it to buy these types
of policies.
Percentage of SMES who use credit to buy
insurance used it to purchase this type of cover
8

Owen Thomas
● Vehicle insurance 75%
● Property insurance 52%
● Employer liability insurance 30%
● Business interruption insurance 26%
● Cyber insurance 22%
● Key man insurance 17%
● Directors and officers insurance 10%
Premium Credit’s Insurance Index research last
October(3) found 51% of small and medium-sized firms
had stopped paying for a range of business insurance
policies with employers’ liability insurance the most cut
from a list including business property cover, professional
indemnity and cyber.
Its most recent research shows the impact of not having
insurance or being underinsured – nearly one in ten (9%)
firms have suffered damage to property or belongings they
were unable to claim for because of not having insurance
or being underinsured. Average losses as a result were
around £2,000 per company. ❐
(1)
Analysis of Premium Credit’s own data for 2019 and
2020
(2)
Independent research conducted by Consumer
Intelligence online among 291 SME owners and managers
between April 1st and 3rd 2021
(3)
Independent research conducted by Consumer
Intelligence online among 156 SME owners and managers
between August 20th and September 3rd, 2020
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Slimline
Aluminium
Lantern

The Wendland Aluminium
Lantern provides a stunning
focal point for any kitchen, living
room or dining room.
Designed to draw plenty of daylight into
your room with its 20° pitch.

wendland.uk.com

Clip ﬁt
features
Fast to ﬁt

RidgeLOCK
Perfect ﬁt
every time

No visible
ﬁxings
Simple neat
design

High Thermal
performance

Drainage
system
Prevents glass
seal failure over
time

Strong Ridge
Less bars than
other lanterns

Featuring at FIT Show - Stand J51

MANUFACTURING

Forget price check
The Industry needs a ‘reality check’ Paul Sullivan, the CEO of Anglo European Group, one of the
UK’s largest suppliers of steel and aluminium frame reinforcement for window and door fabricators.
He further warns that the widely reported increasing prices for steel and aluminium are here to
stay and that other suppliers are playing this down

S

ullivan made his comments as reports continue to
circulate about price rises in a broad range of
commodities including steel, aluminium and PVC-U
resin, prompting suppliers to the window and door
industry to impose surcharges on supplies: “The cost of
steel especially, will continue to climb for the foreseeable
future,” says Sullivan, “and prices will remain high for the
next 12 to 18 months at least. If prices cool at all, they will
never return to pre-pandemic levels.To pass on these price
rises as ‘surcharges’ gives a false impression that i
t i
s
simply a short-term i
ssue. We need a reality check.
Focusing on steel, the unparalleled volatility in global price
rises is the result of a number of factors.These include the
cost of iron ore, closure of a number of steel mills due to
plummeting demand during the early stages of the
pandemic and the permanent closure of others.
Production curbs in China and a surge in consumer
demand as the pandemic lifts in markets around the world
are also contributing factors. Neither should we forget that
whilst we in the UK are heading out of the pandemic, in
many countries the disease is still surging. When these
countries, such as Brazil and India for example, eventually
recover then pressures on steel supply will further
increase.”
Sullivan also believes that steel mill owners are taking
advantage of the rises in Global demand to shore up
profitability: “The unrealistically low prices of steel prepandemic have also contributed to the closure of some
mills, and we are now paying the penalty for that. I have
been told privately: ‘Why would the billionaire owners of
steel mills choose to start manufacturing more steel when
they have managed to make less and push prices to £1,200
per tonne? The mills are very happy making far less
product for double the price of last year…’”
Sullivan’s comments about global conditions are backed
by those from the steel supply industry, including remarks
by Richard Evans, who heads Davro Steel, one of the UK’s
leading steel stockholders: “During my 30 years’
experience in the steel industry, the current price cycle
increases are unprecedented. Following the dramatic
reduction in global production capacity due to COVID-19
last year and the subsequent bounce back in demand
worldwide in the second half of 2020 and early 2021, has
meant that demand has been significantly greater than
supply.This imbalance looks as if it will continue well into
next year and possibly beyond, with prices continuing to
be firm,” stated Richard.
Tendencies for fabricators and installers to limit
increases in prices to annual or even six-monthly rises
should be reviewed, suggests Sullivan. “Steel is just one
commodity that will face continued price volatility during
10

Paul Sullivan
the foreseeable future and the reluctance of suppliers
throughout the supply chain to limit price rises to once or
twice a year, may result in business failures,” he says. “This
is the new world; companies should be prepared to pass on
these rises as they occur to their customers, including to
homeowners at the end of the supply chain in our sector.
That i
s crucial to ensure operating margins are not
destroyed.”
It is not all bad news however, says Sullivan: “At Anglo
European we buy our steel months ahead to ensure
continuity of supply for our customers with orders now
placed for 2022. Being unable to produce and sell product
will be more disruptive than any price increases and
window and door manufacturers must take that i
nto
account in their future planning. Irrespective of cost,
availability is a very real issue. “We are working hard to
protect our customers.” ❐
www.angloeuropeangroup.co.uk
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SUCCESS IT’S TIME TO

FUTURE

BUILD
BRAND
VISION

AMBITION

Stronger, faster, better.
As the UK moves towards economic recovery, it’s time to build.
Purplex is the marketing agency that helps ambitious companies
build their brand, their business and their future.
PR | Web | E-Commerce | Digital Marketing | Social | Creative
Call 01934 808 132 or email grow@purplexmarketing.com
purplexmarketing.com

@purplexuk

/company/purplexuk

/purplexuk

HEALTH AND SAFETY MATTERS

Your H&S hub

T

he Glass and Glazing Federation (GGF) has
launched a new online health, safety and
environment hub. The site will house all the health, safety
and environment services and products the federation
delivers for members and the industry.
The aim is to provide a more informative service
primarily for GGF members but also to show nonmembers all of the many services and products the GGF
offers to make a more safe and sustainable industry.
The hub provides the full range of health, safety and
environment support and covers core services such as the
Glass Charter scheme, consultancy, health and safety
data, publications, latest news and events including online
forums and webinars
John Agnew, GGF managing director says: “The GGF
team has been working hard to improve our value
proposition and also to present our information in the
most effective way. Visitors to the GGF website can freely
access the new hub and see the full range of services and
benefits available to help them with their operations from
a health, safety and environment perspective.”
James MacPherson, GGF health, safety and
environment manager says: “Working with both GGF
health and safety and environment committees, we
wanted to create an online space within the GGF website
where members and non-members can find all aspects of
our health, safety and environment services in one place.
The new Hub achieves that and enables much easier
navigation and access to our products and services.” ❐
www.ggf.org.uk

Crown Roofing & Cladding has started
fingerprint drug and alcohol testing at one of its
European sites to promote employee health,
safety and wellbeing.
Crown has a zero-tolerance approach to drugs
and alcohol misuse.The company recently
purchased the Intelligent Fingerprinting test to
enable on-site, in-house drug testing, along with
an alcohol breathalyser from the same company,
with the objective of ensuring everyone is safe at
work.
Crown Roofing and Cladding now has plans to
roll out the in-house testing approach to
promote positive adherence to its drug and
alcohol policies across construction sites in
Ireland and other European sites.
Described as exceptionally easy-to-use by
existing customers, the fingerprint drug test tests
a sample of fingerprint sweat enabling results to
be determined within 10 minutes. Crown’s own
well-trained staff will carry out the random tests
in-house as required, acting as a deterrent to help
12

James MacPherson

underpin the company’s drug and alcohol
policies. ❐www.intelligentfingerprinting.com

www.crownroofing.ie
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FASTENERS

Stainless, flawless
By Andy Holland, technical and marketing manager at Rapierstar, the UK’s largest specialist supplier
of fasteners to the window industry

W

indows or doors for properties located in relatively
harsh environments, such as by the coast with all the
salty air or in an industrial area where air pollution levels
are higher, have to be manufactured with hardware and
components that will stand the test of time.
This is because the extent to which different metals and
alloys resist corrosion varies massively. But do you think
enough about how this impacts on the fasteners you are
using in the assembly of your windows and doors?
If you choose window screws made from a metal that is
relatively susceptible to the effects of moisture and surface
contaminants – coated carbon steel primarily – your
window and door quality could be undermined.
Ultimately, this could cause problems for your customer
within a matter of months after installation and result in
costly remedial work as well as reputational damage.
That’s why many fabricators will know to choose
stainless steel fasteners to help prevent these risks. But did
you k
now that stainless steel is actually a category of
metals which is made up of a number of different alloys
which again have varying performance characteristics?
Stainless steel’s name comes from the fact that it does
not stain, corrode or rust as easily as ordinary steel. Its
origins go back to Sheffield in 1913 when its properties
were discovered during the search for a corrosionresistant material to make gun barrels. In addition to
giving the world an incredibly versatile material for
construction and engineering purposes, it was a discovery
that has also transformed our ability to create safe and
hygienic environments in medical care, food preparation,
our homes and much more.

How do stainless steels work?

Stainless steel is an alloy of iron, chromium and, in some
cases, nickel and other metals. It is completely and

Andy Holland
infinitely recyclable and doesn’t degrade through the
recycling process, offering immense longevity, ideal for the
era of sustainable construction.
On contact with oxygen, a chromium oxide layer is
formed on the surface of the material, a passive layer that
protects it and has the unique ability to repair itself. This
is why a stainless steel must have a minimum chromium
content of 10.5%, and the higher the chromium content
the better for corrosion resistance.
Each stainless steel alloy is categorised into a ‘series’
based on relative performance. For the fenestration sector
these are principally austenitic (series 300), ferritic (series
400) and martensitic (also series 400). Within each of
these bands there are individual grades based on the
composition of the alloys.

Two types of stainless for window screws…

For window and door manufacturers Rapierstar offers
two types of stainless steel fasteners – austenitic and
martensitic. But how do they differ and compare with nonstainless steel screws? The comparison table shows how:

14
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Austenitic stainless steel fasteners offer the highest level
of resistance to corrosion, but this alloy is relatively soft.
This means that a standard austenitic window screw will
not self-drill into metal reinforcement successfully – a
martensitic screw would, however, drill through with ease.
But this does not mean you cannot use austenitic
stainless steel fasteners in reinforced PVC-U windows or

doors.You can pre-drill into the reinforcement or choose a
costly bi-metallic screw.

Which stainless steel should you choose?

When manufacturing aluminium windows and doors
there is only one choice – austenitic. This is because
martensitic stainless steel screws corrode when fixed into
aluminium through contact with a solution. This process
of galvanic corrosion is the principle on which batteries
work, with two metals reacting with each other in the
presence of an electrolyte (in the case of windows, water)
to create an electric current – the sacrificial metal will
eventually corrode away as the battery runs flat.
Martensitic stainless steel fasteners, however, do offer an
excellent and worthwhile upgrade for PVC-U window
manufacturing if you are currently using coated carbon
steel screws. But they will not be right for every
application, especially in coastal and industrial areas, so
seek guidance if you are thinking about upgrading.
Austenitic stainless steel fasteners give your windows
and doors the most protection from corrosion. And whilst
they are also the most expensive option, remember they
will ultimately deliver the most reliable outcome. The cost
uplift per box of screws is still relatively small, especially
when you consider that fasteners make up only around
0.36% of the overall window cost. It is a tiny premium to
pay for long term customer satisfaction and peace of mind.
There is plenty of information available at
www.rapierstar.com to help you make the right fastener
choices, including an application chart for Rapierstar’s
StarPVCU fastener range and Recommended Fixings
Manuals (RFMs) for all the main PVC-U profile systems
so choosing the right screws for assembly is easy.
Rapierstar’s technical consultants are also available to
provide support and guidance to fabricators online. ❐

www.rapierstar.co.uk
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Shaping our world
A lot has been claimed about the benefits of aluminium by CAB and many other
associations, but we should also ask:“Where would we be today without this material?”
With a high strength to weight ratio, aluminium is a structural engineering material,
without it we would not have the modern airliners of today, or indeed much in the way of
space flight writes CAB chief executive Phil Slinger

O

n the ground, more of our vehicles are now being
made from aluminium, less weight means less energy
used in propulsion and potentially longer lasting vehicles.
In fact, there are so many uses of the material across our
modern life, it is difficult to imagine life without it.
So how does all this translate to aluminium products
used in construction? The most obvious is in fenestration,
windows, doors, curtain wall and atria roofing. But
aluminium is also extensively used today in external
cladding of buildings including roofing solutions such as
standing seam designs. Despite some recent disastrous
building fires where aluminium has been used, aluminium
remains completely non-flammable.
Why is it specified so widely? Together with its
engineering characteristics aluminium can last the lifetime
of a building. More to the point today, last the lifetime of
a building envelope as we look to repurpose and re-clad
existing building structures. After the aluminium ‘in-use’
phase, it can easily be removed, recycled and replaced.
Aluminium also needs no other supporting material to
achieve impressive spans and comes in a wide range of
alloy types to suit many applications. With the further
advancement of architectural aluminium finishes, now in
an unlimited range of powder coatings colours in several

exposure classes and the
incredibly
resilient
anodising finishes, we now
measure
the
life
expectancy of building
envelopes
using
aluminium in decades, not
years.
In fact, 75% of all
aluminium in use today,
since the material was first
commercially produced in
the 1880’s, is still in use
today.
The
growing
demand for the material
means that there is not
Phil Slinger
enough scrap available to
meet the growing market
sectors across construction, transport and packaging.
Today we can only meet a third of the demand by
recycling and, as a result, the monetary value of scrap
aluminium remains high.
So is aluminium 100% recyclable? In practice, yes, and
most importantly, many times over with no loss of
structural integrity. The thermal breaks, stainless steel
screws, gaskets and hardware can now easily be removed
from post consumer scrap in automated processes, leaving
the aluminium in chipped form ready to melt back into
billet production with no loss of quality. One of the key
facts to aluminium recyclability is that it takes just 5%
energy to recycle aluminium compared to the energy
needed to extract new aluminium from the earths crust.
Following oxygen and silicon, aluminium is the third
most abundant element in the earth’s crust. It is often
close to the earth’s surface in the form of bauxite from
which aluminium is extracted. It is also easy to source from
open cast mines which can quickly be re-landscaped, often

18
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with the flora which was initially removed.
Aluminium production also continues to become more
efficient reducing its embodied carbon with prime (newly
mined) low-carbon billet equating to just 4.00 tCO2e
(shorthand for carbon dioxide equivalents). In
comparison, the average production of one ton of primary
aluminium has an emission of 16.7 tCO2e. When added
with 75% post consumer scrap, as a typical example, the
carbon dioxide equivalent is lowered still further to just 2.3
tCO2e. With continuing steps being made in the use of
more renewable energy sources to produce aluminium
such as hydro electricity and now with the promise of the
use of hydrogen in the future, the embodiment of carbon
in prime aluminium will continue to fall.
Today, the challenge in recycling aluminium is to keep
the post consumer scrap separated into alloy grades.
Fortunately there are only a few grades used in
construction and with the help of a spectrometer these can
easily be identified prior to the disassembly of post
consumer products. With these recycled material grades,
virtually 100% recycling is achievable with no prime
aluminium needed to produce new billet.
So should we specify recycled aluminium only? Well no,
as there is not enough to go around. A project containing
100% recycled aluminium will only mean more prime
aluminium being used in another. As aluminium has a
high scrap value, the majority re-enters the supply chain in
this ‘closed loop’ scenario.
The Council for Aluminium in Building has pioneered
its own closed loop recycling scheme in the UK dedicated
to the aluminium construction market. The scheme
expects its members to collect and recycle pre-consumer
and post consumer scrap in the UK through the scheme
members creating a closed loop or a cradle-to-cradle cycle
which continues to reduce carbon embodiment keeping
the material ‘in-use’ in the UK rather than losing this
overseas.
The aim of the initiative is to encourage the recycling of
aluminium alloys within the same alloy grades. For the
CAB scheme we require that extrusion grades of
aluminium, namely 6000 series alloys for the architectural
aluminium market, are recycled back into the same 6000
series alloys. The same can be said for sheet aluminium
recycling, namely with 1000 series alloys. It is important to
reiterate that in a ‘closed loop’, an aluminium alloy can be
recycled infinitely without loss of its specific
characteristics.
Pre-consumer scrap can easily be recycled before it
leaves the factory as it is often clean and of a known alloy.
Post-consumer scrap on the other hand, is where the
challenge lies. With the many thousands of tonnes of alloy
extrusion and sheet used in our buildings across the UK,
we now look towards the advantages of deconstruction,
separation and recycling, and the ability to see view our
built landscape as an urban mine for future raw materials.
As already stated, we have recycled aluminium over many
decades, primarily as it has a high recycle value, but
without a closed loop we can lose the specific grades we
require to recycle the aluminium back into the same
product type. If we can constrain recycling to specific alloy
grades, we can recycle extrusions back into new extrusions
and offer a true circular economy for our aluminium
products in the UK construction industry.
Key to this capability is the advent of the handheld
spectrometer for identifying the content of an aluminium
18

alloy. Easily portable and very quick to use, grades can
easily be checked prior to recycling. This means that the
aluminium grades can be checked and identified on a
building site prior to deconstruction. The quantity
available on a given site can also be relatively easily
calculated before removal as aluminium extrusions and
sheets are usually uniform in shape and easily measured.
Skips for the scrap, clearly labelled for the identified grades
being removed, can be obtained from recyclers to be
placed on site for collection.
The second challenge is to remove non-aluminium
components from the aluminium frames of windows and
curtain walling, such as hinges, handles, gaskets, screws
and weather seals. Done manually this could take some
time and we must also consider the removal of thermal
breaks made of materials such as polyamide and
polyurethane. Fortunately, the technology has advanced
considerably, and this process is completely automated.
What is supplied back to the smelter is chipped
aluminium, with minimal contaminants such as paint and
thermal breaks which are mostly removed in the process.
CAB’s closed loop recycling scheme is open to members
as part of their membership package. While such closed
loop recycling of construction materials is currently
voluntary, government legislation could be introduced on
embodied carbon content in the future and main
contractors are increasingly seeking evidence to
demonstrate the sustainability credentials of their supply
chain. Aluminium scrap is an important resource and we
should maximise the quantity and quality of recovered
aluminium scrap in the UK to build the circular economy
of the future.
CAB encourages anyone working and supplying
products within the construction aluminium supply chain
to join CAB and join the discussion. Together we can
shape the industry and portray the facts of this amazing
material. ❐

Based at the picturesque Bonds’ Mill development in
Stonehouse, despite the pandemic, it is business as usual
and staff are on hand at the offices or are working
remotely to answer any aluminium fenestration related
questions. News and event information is also regularly
updated on the CAB website at www.c-a-b.org.uk. For
Association Membership enquiries, please contact Jessica
Dean at the CAB offices by email jessica.dean@c-ab.org.uk or telephone 01453 828851
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Back to school

Additional funding for school refurbishments linked to the government’s Build Back Better
commitments should make for a busy summer in the school refurbishment market, with
window system replacements likely to be high on the agenda, writes Schüco's Mark Briggs

T

he government’s own figures suggest that around 60
per cent of the UK’s schools were built before 1976.
Many feature large single-glazed, steel-framed windows
that are thermally inefficient.

School rebuilding programme

Recognising the issue, in 2020 the government
launched the 10-year School Rebuilding Programme,
with construction on the first sites expected to start from
autumn this year. In addition, the annual allocation to
schools in 2021 has been increased by 20% and now
stands at £1.8 billion.

Energy efficiency and ventilation

Increasing energy efficiency will be one of the objectives
of any refurbishment, yet there is also likely to be a very
close focus on ventilation, given the established link
between poor ventilation and the spread of coronavirus in
school classrooms.
Many schools rely on natural ventilation – using the
'stack effect' where warm air rises and is vented through
windows or rooflights at the top of the building and by
default, air is drawn in through windows at lower levels.
This is very effective when windows are open but the
tendency to close windows when the temperature falls or
when there is a lot of outside noise will hugely reduce the
ventilation flow.

Ventotherm Twist

A more predictable supply of outside air will be
achieved if the window systems include ventilation
provision in the outer frame profile. The Schüco
Ventotherm Twist, created in collaboration with Renson,
is an example of this solution. It is almost completely
concealed in the profile and allows for controlled air
exchange even with closed windows. Energy efficient heat
recovery of up to 80 per cent means fresh air is pre-heated
as it comes in from outside.

Air quality sensors ensure demand-driven regulation for
an optimum, user-oriented indoor climate. At the same
time, Schüco Ventotherm Twist protects against draughts
and keeps insects and pollen out.

Refurbishment

In a refurbishment project, a standard system (such as
the Schüco AWS 70 SC) can be customised, allowing
opening windows to be pivoted to match existing windows
and additional opening units can be added if required.
Large-scale refurbishment projects will benefit from a
seamless integration of window, door and façade systems.

Skinners’ School

The refurbishment of Skinners’ School is a good
example of this type of integration, providing a consistent
appearance throughout the glazed areas and delivering
very good thermal performance. In this instance, the
Schüco AWS 70 SC and FWS 50 were combined, with the
school bursar choosing the systems for both their
aesthetics and performance.
Skinners’ is an ambassador school for green initiatives.
It was felt that using the Schüco products would give the
right impression and provide a combination of
performance in use and demonstrable sustainable
principles.

Build, build, build

If the government lives up to its promise to Build, Build,
Build in order to restore the UK’s economy, then
education buildings, with their very specific design needs,
will be an important and growing market. ❐
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Missing progress
Veka Recycling’s Simon Scholes says that, whilst attitudes towards the reprocessing PVC-U framing
material for the home improvement sector is better than ever, we are not there yet

W

hether we in the PVC-U recycling business like it or
not, our sector still retains an element of Steptoe and
Son about it. Whilst post-consumer PVC-U is anything
other than scrap, some of the collection and remanufacturing processes still leave a little to be desired.
I risk sounding a little pompous but Veka Recycling and
a handful of other well-known window and door industry
brands, have led the way to professionalise this key sector
of the industry. With solid investments and operating to
strict and well-proven practices and protocols that
guarantee that the collection and recycling of PVC-U is
safe and completed legally and ethically, the image of the
sector has changed dramatically. But the fact that an
estimated 20% of removed PVC-U window and door
frames remain unaccounted for each year, means that as
an industry we have lost control of that material. It could
be anywhere.
Furthermore, the now largely debunked suggestion that
window and door fabricators and installers will object to
‘second-hand plastic’ in their profiles is clearly barmy and
yet this was reiterated to me by a serious player in the
systems market quite recently.

There is still work to do.

Veka Recycling’s new state-of-the-art facility at
Wellingborough, Northamptonshire, was created for the
unambiguous purpose of recycling up to 30,000 tonnes of
PVC-U window and door frames and profiles annually. It
required a great deal of preparation, as all such projects
do. However, in addition to the usual considerations of
planning and permissions, site preparation, design and
build, engineering calculations, specification and
application, logistics and, of course, installation, we also
faced the challenge of elevating the concept of recycling
PVC-U amongst a significant section of the window and
door industry.
At Veka Recycling we have put our money where our
corporate mouth is. Our commitment and faith to the UK
market are undeniable and our investment is now around
the £15m mark. The inclusion of additional refinements
that further increase the Wellingborough plant’s
capabilities and capacities allow us the proud boast that
our facility is Europe’s most advanced specialist recycling
plant.
As advanced as our technology may be however, we still
need the feedstock. And as an industry we still must
ensure that every shred of PVC-U window or door
removed from a building, reaches our factory or those of
our competitors. Not a gram should ‘leak’ from the
system, to find its way into landfill or dumped illegally in
a field or abandoned in a warehouse. And that especially
includes the material that is not so easy to re-process such
as gaskets, that still have to be dealt with correctly despite
20

Simon Scholes
their limited value.
PVC-U resin shortages are affecting every systems
house and therefore knocking on down the line to
fabricators and installers nationwide. But if there is a
positive to emerge from this situation it is that recycled
polymer is in great demand by extruders that have
previously resisted the inclusion of recycled material in
their profiles, irrespective of the science that supports
doing so. Reprocessed PVC-U is now in great demand
and there is a m
ore concerted effort to focus on the
professionally managed collection and reprocessing of the
material as it is removed from homes and commercial
buildings.
Not everyone is fully on board with this however. Our
industry needs the commitment of everyone in the supply
chain to take responsibility for the old frames that are
removed, to ensure that the company that those frames are
committed to for disposal is operating to the highest
standards and can certify the route of their disposal.
The responsibility for this lies largely in the hands of
installers, who have a duty to ensure that the frames that
they remove are passed to licenced operators who can
easily demonstrate the trail for disposal and reprocessing.
It is the duty of all of us however, and especially the
systems companies and fabricators, to support the
installers in achieving this. ❐
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THE NEXT GENERATION
OF ALUMINIUM LANTERN

1.0 U-value
28mm glazing
with

technology that prevents cold
bridging and features our unique
co-extruded perimeter seal
*Centre pane U-value
subject to spec

is also the most secure ‘non-bonded’ lantern available,
with anti-tamper screws, enclosed anti-tamper glazing and a
unique high security radius end, all coupled to beautiful ultra
low line aesthetics. Sheerline – redeﬁning expectations in
aluminium lanterns and available in both kit and bar length.

secure | sustainable | stylish
Performance through innovation
TO FABRICATE OR INSTALL CALL

01332 883960

s h e e r l i n e . c o m | info@sheerline.com
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Cost over quality?
Mark Hickox, sales director at Thermoseal Group discusses the balance between price, quality and
energy efficiency in the supply chain

T

he priority for homeowners purchasing replacement
fittings and additions to homes is, as it has been since
the government proposed initial targets for achieving
zero-carbon homes, a balance between price, quality, and
advantages of purchasing energy efficient products.
In the current trading environment where prices are
rising due to the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic which
have been compounded by Brexit, it is easy to lose sight of
these goals to achieve the most cost-effective product
offering.

Mark Hickox

Graded on a curve

For years, the construction and appliance industries as
a whole have spent millions of pounds telling homeowners
about the advantages of purchasing energy efficient
products with rainbow style labels offering ‘A’ ratings
followed by ‘A+’, ‘A++’, and even ‘A+++’ in some
markets. As a result, it has become an expectation that the
best products offering long-term savings are those offering
the best energy-ratings.
As manufacturers and suppliers within the window
trade, it is our responsibility to make sure that we do o ur
best to offer the homeowner what they expect: a product
which has been constructed to the highest standards using
quality energy efficient components.
Having been in the window industry for over 30 years
now, I am pleased to say that I have seen continual
improvements in both quality of components and an
22
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run the business with increased costs but focus on quality
at every stage, sometimes with whole teams isolating due
to Covid-19 government guidelines.

Keep moving on, keep moving forward

At Thermoseal Group, we are driving quality through
our production sites, doing our best to keep prices as low
as possible, but ultimately, we are doing everything we can
to maintain an uninterrupted supply of energy efficient
components that our customers require to manufacture
high performance IG units and keep the supply chain
moving. The way we see it is that it is most important to
keep the supply chain moving with high quality energy
efficient windows to meet end-user demand, even if the
windows come at a slightly higher price to the
homeowner. ❐

emphasis on quality of the construction of insulated glass
(IG) sealed units. This is great to see, but as we are all
aware, true quality comes at additional cost.

Finding balance

We are the first to admit how difficult it is to focus on
quality in the face of such a multitude of costs, including
negative exchange rate movements, massive fluctuations
in the LME and the price of oil, as well as major price
increases on shipping which in some cases has increased
four-fold. The effects of these increases may not always be
immediately obvious. For example, steel is used to make
the drums that desiccant and sealant are supplied in. With
the price of steel having seen as much as 100% increase,
this has significantly impacted on the price of desiccant
and sealant. Then if we consider that oil, which increased
by as much as 10% in a month, is used in the manufacture
of a multitude of plastic products, this will have an impact
on the price of plastic spacer systems and injection
moulded fittings. As much as we dread passing the rising
costs down the supply chain, we will all have to do it.
For our customers, insulated glass manufacturers, not
only are they seeing price increases on components from
suppliers such as ourselves, but they are also seeing price
increases from glass suppliers. Fabricators and window
installers have also seen price increases on many of the
products they purchase.
Despite these increases, quality of construction at each
stage of the supply chain is paramount. We all must still
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Unit 3, Lloyd Street, Parkgate, Rotherham, S62 6JG

Tel 01709 710100 Fax 01709 525262
Email info@connaughtconservatories.co.uk

www.connaughtroofs.com

Three Solid Roofs - One Fabricator

www.connaughtroofs.co.uk

Give us a call for all your Conservatory Roof needs on

01709 710100
WE DO MORE - SO YOU DO LESS

TRADE NEWS

GEZE builds NHS

G

EZE UK has been awarded a five year contract by
NHS UK Property Services.
The contract is believed to be one of the largest
contracts of its kind providing a service to more than
1,000 sites and 5,000 assets. The majority of sites provide
regional healthcare and fall into one of the following
categories:
● Health centres and GP surgeries
● Hospitals and hospital-related properties and offices
GEZE Service has recently launched a recruitment
drive to provide the necessary support for the contract
and is recruiting for key account managers, account
administrators and service technicians for automatic and

Dudley’s Aluminium has secured projects with a
combined worth of over £250,000, with two new
clients.
The first project is the TVR Showroom in Ebbw
Vale, Blaenau Gwent.TVR is a British
manufacturer of high-end sports cars and will
produce the Griffiths model at their new home in
South Wales.
Dudley’s will be working with Jones Brothers
(Henllan) and will install Kawneer curtain walling
and automatic entrance doors.
Dudley’s Aluminium will also be using Kawneer
products on the second project, the Boundary
Yard development in Newbury.Working with
construction specialists Verogen, Dudley’s will use
Kawneer curtain walling and framing in addition
26

industrial doors.
Service director Adam Presdee says: “GEZE Service is
delighted to be given the opportunity to work on such a
prestigious project, we are confident that this contract will
provide job security and opportunity for years to come.
With an exciting relationship ahead, GEZE is looking
forward to working with the NHS in maintaining and
improving the public’s experiences and prolonging the life
cycles of its assets.”
The total NHS Property Services portfolio consists of
more than 3,000 sites and is worth over £3bn. ❐
www.geze.co.uk

to installing automatic entrance doors. ❐

www.dudleys.uk.com
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We have what you need
At Kestrel we stock a vast range of aluminium extrusions for the fabrication of windows,
doors and roofing – in a variety of lengths - standard, half and quarter. This means the
most economical option is always available for your project. Minimal waste and high
sustainability in profiles of the highest standard from a company with a 30 year pedigree.
For more information please call 0121 333 3575 or email info@kestrelaluminium.co.uk

WINDOWS

DOORS

ROOFING

SHOPFRONT

CURTAIN WALL

BRINGING LIGHT INTO LIVING

www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk
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Colour my cladding
T

he customer service and a wide choice of colours are
some of the reasons why stockist Watts Roofing says
that it looks no further than Freefoam for all its cladding
requirements.
Watts Roofing began stocking Freefoam cladding and
other products four years ago on the recommendation of
now assistant manager Chris McGrath.
As well as Fortex cladding, Watts Roofing also sells a
range of other Freefoam products, including fascia and
soffit. The company recently installed Fortex cladding to
the front counter of its Stevenage branch. It says that it has
seen an increase in interest and sales of the product since
doing so.
The company has built up a strong working relationship
with the Freefoam team over the past four years, working
closely together to solve any problems as soon as they
occur.
McGrath says: “The Freefoam sales team are a great
help and the office staff are outstanding. I have been
offered many opportunities to move to other suppliers,
but I won’t budge from Freefoam. They do their best to
sort out any issues, I have no qualms with them.
“Colour is important to customers and lots of other reps
can’t source the colours that Freefoam can supply. We
have a display in our Stevenage branch that shows off their

Dustcontrol UK has launched a new, all-in-one
range of powerful three-phase turbo vacuum
cleaners.
The latest addition to the DC Tromb family, the
DC Tromb Turbo offers optimum quality,
containment and performance. One of the major
updates is the three-phase turbo motor that has
been designed specifically to target heavy-duty
cleaning.The new range has also been developed
with a thermal protector that activates at high
temperatures, while a simpler filter change has
also been included for easier and quicker
removal.
The DC Tromb Turbo is available with direct
start or a frequence inverter (VFD), while those
working in ATEX zone 22 can benefit from
the EX model.
The DC Tromb Turbo with direct start is suitable
for source extraction from medium-sized power
tools such as grinders, jackhammers and saws,
while the VFD model gives 50% more Hepa filter
area than its predecessor and can remove dust
during polishing of glass fibre, carbon fibre and
epoxy with a hand-held sander. New safety
features such as overheating protection is also
added. Both models can be equipped with either
a steel container, plastic bag or a Longopac bag. ❐
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range of colour options. Grey is popular at the moment, as
aluminium seems to be taking off in a big way.
“We have seen an increase in interest from the home
improvement market for cladding. The recent lockdown
has seen lots of people making changes, building summer
houses and ‘pub sheds’. Also, I have had a big order from
a local council for Freefoam cladding in Rosewood and
other councils have shown an interest too. ❐
www.wattsroofing.co.uk

dustcontrol.co.uk
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USE INSIGHT DATA TO
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CUSTOMERS
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hello@insightdata.co.uk
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www.insightdata.co.uk
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PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243008
Access Systems

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu
Aluminium
Bi-Folding doors

Conservatory Roofs

For all your access control
and door hardware
solutions
Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lock Accessories
● Transom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●
●
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info@alpro.co.uk
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Audio Systems

Colours

AN INDUSTRY LEADING
COLOUR COATING SPECIALIST
FOR WINDOWS, DOORS AND
ROOFLINE
ANY COLOUR IN 5 DAYS

Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
little as £6.00 each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

£6.00 each
Jacking kits for £
Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

Ref: Fab11

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Fly/Insect Screens

Window openers

Get a FREE Quote
on 01924 454856
or visit
kolorseal.co.uk

Handling Equipment

PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243 008

Machinery

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Gemskill
Gemskil
ill
Limited

SERVING THE WINDOW INDUSTRY

Tel: 0113 393 8939
Email: sales@wmduk.com
All makes of New Machinery at competitive prices
Large selection of Refurbished Machinery
Part Exchange welcome
All machines supplied with warranties
Highly skilled service engineers for all your repairs,
breakdowns and servicing
Fast response spares department
WE
SERVICE
WEPROVIDE
PROVIDEA
A FAST,
FAST, FRIENDLY
FRIENDLY AND COMPETITIVE
COMPETITIVE SERVICE

www.wmduk.com

Profile Bending
G.M.FORMERS
DRY PVCU PROFILE BENDING
HIGH SPEC FORMERS FOR ALL PROFILES
t: +44(0)1744 24256
f: +44(0)1744 24279
e: geoff@gmformers.com
w: www.gmformers.com

To Advertise
call

Mehreen Haroon-Ali

07932 243 008

Machiner y

Sawing and Machining as it should be

Recycling

– 450
– 650
– 1100
ZX3 550
ZX5 800
AUTOFLOW-2 350
per week
per week
per week

01493 742348

Ask for machine sales or visit www.stuga.co.uk

Profile Bending
Spares for Repairs

“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243008

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Window Bags & Display Cases

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)
• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

Window Bags & Display Cases

Racking Systems

GLAZING

insightdata

business is better with insight

organisers of

SUMMIT

2021
THURSDAY 21ST OCTOBER

THE FUTURE OF THE GLAZING INDUSTRY

LIMITED
SPONSORSHIP
REMAINING
2019 IN
NUMBERS
Book your place today.
The Glazing Summit returns to Edgbaston Conference
Centre on 21st October.
Two years ago, we brought together 350 business owners, leaders
and decision makers from across the industry. Now, we’re doing
it again.
Glazing Summit 2021 will tackle head-on the issues facing the
industry, from supply chain to consumer trends, technology to
sustainability and new regulations.
Everything has changed. Fabricators, installers, glass companies
and component suppliers will come together with a host of industry
experts and keynote speakers for this one-day conference.
“You gave the industry a tremendous boost with this superb
event.” James Lee, Director of External Affairs, The GGF
“The last Glazing Summit was a breath of fresh air.
The 2021 event looks set to be bigger and better.”
Paul Atkinson, Sales and Commercial Director, Yale

7

MAJOR INDUSTRY
TOPICS

25

INDUSTRY PARTNERS
& SPONSORS

20+

EXPERT SPEAKERS

With the UK now looking beyond the pandemic towards the
economic recovery, Glazing Summit 2021 will sell out fast.

For more information, call 01934 808293,
email hello@glazingsummit.co.uk
or visit www.glazingsummit.co.uk

350

INDUSTRY LEADERS

CAB Members - Buyer’s Guide 2021
The Council for Aluminium in Building’s aim is to support the interests of the architectural aluminium industry by
encouraging the increasing use of aluminium products in architecture and in the construction industry as a whole

Architectural Metalwork

Fabricators & Manufacturers

Fabricators & Manufacturers

Finish Architectural
0121 327 0523
www.finisharchitectural.co.uk
Presstek
01527 918651
www.presstekltd.co.uk

Alumet
01926 811677
www.alumet.co.uk
Aluminium Bending Specialists
01623 721172
www.absltd.co.uk
Aluminium Sashes
01452 616581
www.aluminiumsashes.co.uk
Amberley Doors & Windows
01453 889362
www.amberleydoorsandwindows.co.uk
APiC UK
0121 541 2121
www.apicuk.ltd.uk
Arkay Windows
01923 803923
www.arkaywindows.com
AWS Turner Fain
01905 774267
www.awsturnerfain.com
Ayton & McKeown
01733 390422
www.ayton-mckeown.com
Barking Shopfronts
0208 591 0504
www.bsfgroup.co.uk
BarnshawsAluminium Bending
0121 521 4297
www.barnshaws.com
CDW Systems
01452 414853
www.cdwsystems.co.uk
Clearway Doors & Windows
01242 513322
www.clearwaydoorsandwindows.co.uk
Crown Doors and Shutters
0191 419 4499
www.crownasl.co.uk
DortechArchitectural Systems
01484 451177
www.dortech.co.uk
Drayton Windows
01603 789389
www.drayton-windows.co.uk
Emperor Shopfitters
020 8590 4466
www.emperorshopfitters.co.uk
Fentrade
01633 547787
www.fentradealuminium.co.uk
Glasshus Facades
01924 890 750
ww.glasshusfacades.co.uk
IDF Aluminium
0844 8000 683
www.idfaluminium.co.uk

MBE Glazing Systems
01422 311889
www.mbeglazing.com
Metalline (Services)
01543 456930
www.metalline.co.uk
NorDan Aluminium
01506 433173
www.nordan.co.uk
Norwich Aluminium
01603 327373
www.norwichaluminium.co.uk
Open Entrances
01923 277901
www.openentrances.co.uk
Openwood Facades
01268 574260
www.openwoodgroup.co.uk
Panel Systems
0114 275 2881
www.panelsystems.co.uk
Prater
01737 772331
www.prater.co.uk
Ridgeway Facades
01452 883817
www.rbegroup.co.uk
Solarlux Systems
01707 339970
www.solarlux.co.uk
The Rooflight Company
01993 830613
www.therooflightcompany.co.uk
TheWindowGlassCompany(Bristol)
0117 977 9292
www.windowglass.co.uk
Total Aluminium Systems
01823 353395
www.total-aluminium.co.uk
Unique Window Systems
0116 236 4656
www.uniquewindowsystems.co.uk

Consultants
a2n Management
07766 565027
www.a2n.co.uk
E P Consultants
01785 824580
Placing Leaders
07921 786629
www.placingleaders.co.uk
The Design Solutions Business
01922 277310
www.dsbltd.com

Extruders
Hydro Aluminium UK
01773 549300
www.hydro.com

Fabricators & Manufacturers
3D Aluminium
01865 881403
www.3daluminium.co.uk
4 Aluminium
01733 889533
www.4ali.co.uk
Acorn Aluminium
0115 928 2166
www.acornaluminium.com
AEL
01695 732132
www.a-e-l.co.uk
AlchemyArchitecturalAluminium
Systems
01922 634009
www.aaasl.uk
AlimaticArchitecturalAluminium
Systems
01376 347789
www.alimatic.co.uk
Allied Glazing Systems
0114 243 3595
www.allied-glazing.co.uk
AluFold Direct
01706 260700
www.alufolddirect.co.uk

CAB Members 2021

Finishing

AkzoNobel Powder Coatings
0121 555 1500
www.interpon.co.uk
Barley Chalu
01953 602771
www.barleychalu.co.uk
Chemetall
01908 649333
www.chemetall.com
Powdertech (Corby)
01536 400890
www.powdertechcorby.co.uk

CAB Members - Buyer’s Guide 2021
Finishing

Hardware

Machinery Suppliers

Sherwin-Williams General
Industrial Coatings
0151 486 0486
www.synthapulvin.co.uk
Superior Paint & Powder
Coating
024 7646 4676
www.sppcltd.co.uk
Tomburn Ltd
02392 692020
www.tomburn.com

Dyer Environmental Controls
0161 491 4840
www.dyerenvironmental.co.uk
ERA Home Security
01922 490050
www.eraeverywhere.com
Fapim SPA
07535 180 133
www.fapim.it
GEZE UK
01543 443000
www.geze.co.uk
HOPPE (UK)
01902 484400
www.hoppe.co.uk
L J Pratley & Partners
01277 633933
www.ljpratley.co.uk
L P Window Controls
01268 724506
www.lpwindowcontrols.co.uk
Prosale Automatic Doors
01452 729182
www.prosaledoors.co.uk
R W Simon
01805 623721
www.rwsimon.co.uk
Sapphire Louvres
01455 612222
www.sapphire-group.co.uk
SE Controls
01543 443060
www.secontrols.com
Securistyle
01242 221200
www.securistyle.com
SFS Group FasteningTechnology
0330 0555 888
www.sfsintec.biz
Sobinco
07955 282910
www.sobinco.com
Strand Hardware
01922 639111
www.strandhardware.co.uk
Titon Hardware
01206 713800
www.titon.co.uk
VBH (GB)
01634 263263
www.vbhgb.com
Window Ware
01234 242713
www.windowware.co.uk
Winkhaus (UK)
01536 316000
www.winkhaus.co.uk

Elumatec UK
01908 580800
www.elumatec.com
Emmegi (UK)
024 7667 6192
www.emmegi.com
Haffner Murat
01785 222421
www.haffnermurat.com
Pro Composite Solutions
07921 771771
www.procompositesolutions.com

United Anodisers

01484 533142
www.unitedanodisers.com
Vertik-Al
0121 608 7171
www.vertik-al.com

Glazing Products
Float Glass Industries
0161 946 8000
www.floatglass.co.uk
Glas Trösch
0208 366 1662
www.glastroeschgroup.com
Guardian Industries UK
01405 726881
www.guardianglass.co.uk
Pilkington UK
01744 692000
www.pilkington.com
Saint-Gobain Glass
01977 666100
www.saint-gobain-glass.com

Hardware
Alpro Architectural Hardware
01202 676262
www.alpro.co.uk
ASSA ABLOY OpeningSolutions
UK&Ireland
0845 873 4838
www.adamsrite.co.uk
Axim Architectural Hardware
020 8685 9685
www.axim.co.uk
Carl F Groupco
01733 393330
www.carlfgroupco.co.uk
CiiLOCK Engineering
01455 891604
www.ciilock.com
dormakaba
01462 477600
www.dormakaba.co.uk

Installers

Safeguard Glazing Supplies
01780 751442
www.safe-guard.co.uk

Recyclers
Alutrade
0121 552 0330
www.alutrade.co.uk

Repair and Maintenance
Commercial Windows & Doors
020 8885 8585
www.comwin.co.uk

Roofing Components

Dales Fabrications
0115 930 1521
www.dales-eaves.co.uk

Shading Devices

AW Louvers & Ventilation
01684 274608
www.awlouvers.co.uk
Contrasol
01727809459
www.contrasol.com
Duco Ventilation & Sun Control
0333 772 7734
www.duco.eu
Renson Fabrications
01622 754123
www.renson.be

Software Design & Supply
BM Aluminium
01684 856920
www.bmaluminium.co.uk
Soft Tech (England)
0121 468 0140
www.softtech.com

Systems Design & Supply
AluK (GB)
01291 639739
www.aluk.co.uk
ALUMIL Systems UK
07552 508097
www.alumil.com/uk
Aluprof UK
0161 941 4005
www.aluprof.co.uk
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Systems Design & Supply

Systems Design & Supply

Thermal Barrier Products

Architectural & Metal Systems
+353 21 4705100
www.ams.ie
Comar Architectural
Aluminium Systems
020 8685 9685
www.comar-alu.co.uk
Decalu Solutions
01249 816969
www.deceuninck.com
Epwin Window Systems
01952 290910
www.stellaraluminium.co.uk

Origin Frames
01494 686868
www.origin-global.com
RAICO UK
01329 848175
www.raico.eu
Reynaers Aluminium
0121 421 1999
www.reynaers.com
Schueco UK
01908 282111
www.schueco.co.uk
Senior Architectural Systems
01709 772600
www.seniorarchitectural.co.uk
Smart Architectural Aluminium
01934 876100
www.smartsystems.co.uk

Ensinger Building Products
01443 678400
www.insulbar.com
Technoform Insulation Solutions
UK
01789 761323
www.technoform.com
Watkiss Thermalbreak
01335 344450
www.watkissthermalbreak.co.uk

Exlabesa

01302 762500
www.exlabesa.co.uk
HUECK UK
01905 677480
www.hueck.com
Hydro Building Systems UK
01684 853500
www.hydroextrusions.com
iKON Aluminium Systems
0121 789 9936
www.ikonaluminium.com
Jack Aluminium Systems
024 7646 7449
www.jackaluminium.co.uk
Kawneer UK
01928 502500
www.kawneer.com
Kestrel Aluminium Systems
0121 333 3575
www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk
Metal Technology
028 9448 7777
www.metaltechnology.com

Testing & Certification

BSI Assurance UK
0345 086 9001
www.bsigroup.com
Element
01902 722122
www.element.com
UL International (UK)
01952 586580
www.ul.com
VINCITechnology Centre UK
01525 859050
www.technology-centre.co.uk

Weatherproofing
Adshead Ratcliffe & Co
01773 826661
www.arbo.co.uk
Hodgson Sealants (Holdings)
01482 868321
www.hodgsonsealants.com
Reddiplex
01905 795432
www.reddiplex.com
SealEco
01698 802250
www.sealeco.com
Sherwin-Williams UK
01752 202060
www.geocel.co.uk

CAB is the essential trade body for the Aluminium in Building
sector. For further information on membership benefits
including the extensive range of free seminars on contractual
awareness, H & S and specialist technical and marketing
topics, please contact Jessica Dean on 01453 828851 or email
jessica.dean@c-a-b.org.uk

Alternatively go to
www.c-a-b.org.uk/about-cab/why-join
where an application form can also be downloaded.
Council for Aluminium in Building, Bank House, Bond’s Mill, Stonehouse, Glos GL10 3RF
Tel: 01453 828851 Web: www.c-a-b.org.uk
Design & Layour Copyright © Profinder Magazines Ltd 2020

SUCCESS IT’S TIME TO

FUTURE

BUILD
BRAND
VISION

AMBITION

Stronger, faster, better.
As the UK moves towards economic recovery, it’s time to build.
Purplex is the marketing agency that helps ambitious companies
build their brand, their business and their future.
PR | Web | E-Commerce | Digital Marketing | Social | Creative
Call 01934 808 132 or email grow@purplexmarketing.com
purplexmarketing.com

@purplexuk

/company/purplexuk

/purplexuk

IT’S WHAT YOU

DON’T SEE...

THAT MAKES OUR NEW SLIM 70 MM

FLUSH STYLE

FREE UPGRADE!

FLUSH STYLE
ALUMINIUM WINDOWS
TO NEW

WINDOW SYSTEM

STAND OUT FROM THE COMPETITION
CONCEALED DRAINAGE

WITH NO UNSIGHTLY DRAIN CAPS

All the advantages of concealed drainage, without the problems

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION

No more ugly canopy vent covers

CONCEALED MULLIONS

33% Lower sightlines than a PVCu flush sash

DUMMY SASH OPTIONS

Can be made without dummy sashes

WE SUPPLY A FULL RANGE OF ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS MADE FOR THE TRADE
FLUSH WINDOWS | LANTERN ROOFS | CONSERVATORIES | DESIGNER FRONT DOORS

FREE UPGRADE!
GET UPGRADED TO

LIFT & SLIDE PATIO DOORS

ALUMINIUM BI-FOLD DOORS
7-DAY LEADTIME

FOR STOCK COLOURS WHITE, BLACK, GREY
DUAL GREY ON WHITE, & BLACK on WHITE

UK-WIDE SITE DELIVERIES EVERY WEEK | FAST QUOTES | THE LOWEST PRICES

CONTACT

JASON WOOTTON

01785 287907 | 07538 800203

sales@midlandaluminium.co.uk

MIDLAND ALUMINIUM LTD, STAFFORD ROAD (B5405), KNIGHTLEY, STAFFORDSHIRE, ST20 0JR

